
NOTES ON THE INPUT
FOR AN AUTOMATIC SCANSION PROGRAM

Ott in his admirable article on Metrical Analysis of latin Hexameter by
Computer (Revue no. 4, 1966) said "the ideal would be to punch the
text just as it is found in the editions without any added scansion ... "
He considered this impracticable, however, and added the scansion pat
tern in the form of a six digit binary number after each line in the input.
Challenged by the problem of automatic scansion Greenberg (Revue
no. 1 & 3, 1967) and Dyer (Revue no. 4, 1967) devised ingenious pro
grams which will successfully scan a very high percentage of lines in
Vergil and Homer. For certain lines, however, both programs fail. Sorne
of the failures the computer itself detects and marks but there are others
which it overlooks.l Considering the type oferror which the computer
makes l do not helieve it is feasihle to devise a completely successful
scansion program without sorne prior attention to the text. To reduce
this attention to a minimum and at the same time to avoid the possihi
litY of computer error, l should like to propose a different kind of pro
gram hased on a different method of scanning hexameters.

The programs of Ott, Greenherg and Dyer follow the conventional me
thod in which the length of each syllahle is first determined and the line .
then divided into feet. As l have pointed out elsewhere ("On Reading
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Hexameters Aloud", ClassicalOutlook, December, 1968), there is a great
deal of redundancy in this method. In order to scan a line correctly, it is
necessary to know only where the ictus is going to fall. As soon as this is
known the metrical quantities of aIl syllables are automatically determi
ned. And since the position of the first and last ictus is always the same,
only four decisions need to be made. These decisions are based on the
length of the syllable immediately following the previous ictus. If this
"key syllable" is long, another ictus follows immediately; if short, it falls
on the next but one.

For a program based on key syllables instead of complete scansion the
computer would need only four bits of information in addition to what
the text itself supplies. To prepare the text for cards or tape, long key
syllables would be marked (e.g. with a slash "1") and short key syllables
left unmarked. In addition, any vowel that combined or failed to com
bine with another vowel contrary to rule would be marked with a "+ "
or a "_".2 With very simple programming, tapes prepared in this way
could generate full scansion patterns, identify metrical word types, and
provide the data for statistical treatment of various kinds.

For an error-free program aIl that the computer need know is what con
stitutes a syllable and how (in Latin) final vowels and m 's are treated
hefore another word heginning with a vowel. It would not need to
know whether a vowel were long or short, or whether a stop and a liquid
did or did not give position. For scanning, the computer would be
instructed to place a dash (-) under the vowel (the first vowel if in a
dip,htong) of the first syllahle and to read the second syllahle. The
instructions would then he : if there is a slash, "1", before the vowel in
the second syllahle, place a dash "-" underneath it and underneath the
vowel in the third syllahle and read the next syllable; if there is not a
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slash hefore the vowel in the second syllahle place a full stop, ".", under
neath it and under the vowel in the third syllahle, place a dash under the
vowel in the fourth, and read the next syllahlej proceed in the same way
until four decisions have heen made. At this point there will he either
three or four syllahles left whose metrical length 'will he determined hy
their numher, sc. if there are three, the pattern must he - - . j if four,
.. - -. (If five syllahles remain, either the tine is hypermetric or an error
has heen made in the preparation of the text.)

The first lines of the fliad and Aeneid would he written as follows :

MHNIN AEIDE JEA P/HLH-IADE+ W ACILHOS3

ARMA VIRUMQUE CANO TR/OIAE QU/I PRIMUS AB ORIS

Except as a means of detecting errors in the input, the scansion pattern
is of little interest, since it cannot he used for statistical operations. The
scansion program, however, can he readily adapted to generate manipu
lahle symhols. Eisewhere (TAPA 1966, 97, 275-280) 1 have suggested
using octal numhers to identify the 32 scansion patterns of the Homeric
hexameter. The octal numher is ohtained hy representing each spondee
hy a one and each dactyl hy a zero and converting the resulting six-digit
hinary into the corresponding octal. The code would he programmed
hy instructing the computer to print a one under each key syllahle pre
ceded hy a slash, and a zero under aIl other key syllahlesj the last two
digits would he either 1 1 or 0 1 depending on the numher of syllahles
remaining:
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=11
MHNIN AEIDE JEA P/HLH-IADE+ W ACILI-IOS

o 0 1 0 0 1

ARMA VIRUMQUE CANO TR/OIAE QUII PRIMUS AB ORIS
o 0 1 1 Û 1 = 15

The scansion program could equally well he adapted to generate
McDonough's 9 digit code ("Homer, the Humanities, and IBM", Litera
ry Data Processing Convention Proceedings, Septemher, 1964, Modern
Language Association, New York, pp. 25-36) and the "metrical word
types". To represent a syllahle at the heginning, middle, or end of a
word, or in a monosyllahic word, McDonough used a l, 2, 3 or 4 if the
syllahle was long, and a 5, 6, 7 or 8 if it was short. A 9 was used
"wherever there could have heen another syllahle" i.e., after a spondee;
so that each coded line would contain 18 digits. To code a line of hexa
meters with long key syllables marked, the computer would he instruc
ted to count the syllables in each word and instead of a dash or full stop
(as in the scansion program) to print the appropriate digit underneath
each syllable, with a 9 intercalated after every pair of longs. For exam
pIe:

MHNIN AEIDE JEA P/HLH-IADE+ W ACILHOS
1 7 52 7 53 19 2 66 3 5 6 2 3 9

By means of a table McDonough's code can be translated into Porter's
metrical word type numbers (MWT) to represent the "inner metric" of
the hexameter. Each number identifies a particular combination of long
and/or short syllahles within a single word and the position in the line
where it can be found. Dyer (op. cit.) lists 145 of these MWT's. The
notation for Iliad 1.1 would be 7-79-49-106-13.
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These metrical word type numbers are arbitrary and cannot be interpre
ted without reference to a table. 1 would prefer a mqre descriptive code
with numbers which could be derived directly from the tine itself. One
way to achieve this would be to number the syllables in the line, list the
numbers of the final syllables in each word but the last, and add the
octal code number in parentheses, thus defining the inner as weIl as the
outer metric. In this system Iliad 1.1 would be written 2-5-7-12 (11).
(The last word is not included in the numbering since the information is
already contained in the octal code number). Such a system would be
easier to program than the other. It would serve for many statistical
purposes, and could generate the MWT's if they were wanted.

This paper, however, is concerned with input rather than output. 1 have
raised these questions only to illustrate the variety of operations that
can be performed with an hexameter line after the long "key syllables"
have been marked.4 It is in the simplicity and economy of the method
for printing and proofreading that the principal merit of the method
lies.

Frank P. JONES
Tufts University
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FOOTNOTES

1. Greenberg's program failed to scan 37 lines in Aeneid l and gave alterna
te scansions for 21 more. Of the 37 failures, however, aIl but three were
detected by the computer. (Greenberg, 1967, 3, pp. 13-15). In Dyer's
program (Dyer, 1967, 4, pp. 33-37) as implemented by David Packard
the proportion of failures is higher, although most of them are due to
synizesis or unresolved diphthongs. It might be possible to elaborate
the programs so as to reduce the number even further but 1 do not
think that failures and altt:rnate scansions can be completely avoided
without giving sorne prior attention to the text.

2. A "+" indicates synizesis, a "." a resolved diphthong. This is the nota
tion used by Ott (Revue, 1966,4, pp. 9-10).

3. The transliteration follows G. P. Zarri's Tade 1 (Revue no. 4, 1967,
p. 70), where eta = H, theta = J, chi = C and omega = W.

4. It would be possible, of course, to write a program along these lines
without marking the text in advance. This would involve giving the
computer a set of instructions for distinguishing among syllables as defi·
nitely short, definitely long, and doubtful. The instructions then would
he to examine the two syllables after the first ictus (both of which
must be long or short); if either of the two was definitely long, to print
a "1" underneath; if either was definitely short, to print a "0"; if both
were doubtful ta treat them as short. The decision would determine
which pair of syllables to examine next. If in the process of examining
the line two syllables were read, one of which was definitely long and
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the other definitely short; or if the line itself proved to he a syllahle too
short, the computer would he instructed to return to the douhtful pair
and treat them as long, then proceed as hefore. After the scansion was
completed the six digits would he converted into a two-digit octal. Such
a program would correctly scan a very high proportion of the hexame
ters in the Iliad and Odyssey. (It would scan aIl of Iliad 21 and Odyssey
9, for example). There are sorne lines, however, at which it would fail.
Unless the possihility of computer error could he eliminated completely
l should prefer to mark the input in sorne such way as l have descrihed.
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